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Folds Take Flight
Take your project to the next level.

Popularized in 9th century China, paper folding is one of the world’s oldest art forms.
It continues to be popular today, inspiring many present day designers
to create die cut and folded masterpieces.
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7 Facts to Know

Folding 101

About Folding Projects...

DEFINING FOLDING ENDURANCE & STRENGTH
Paper type is still an essential factor in any type of job being printed.
However, its properties and characteristics are what determine the capabilities
and limitations it has. Folding and paper strength are very important
indications of the durability of archival papers.
What is Folding Endurance?
Once a job is printed and folded, you may notice the finished product exhibits
splitting at the spine. This may be the result of your paper undergoing stress,
causing the fibers and coating to lift. This problem can be corrected by
understanding a paper’s folding endurance. Folding Endurance is measured
by the paper’s ability to withstand multiple folds prior to breaking. It is defined
by several characteristics such as fiber strength, the fibers ability to effectively
delaminate at the score, and sheet pliability. An increase in the percentage of
fibers will strengthen the paper’s durability. It is also important to take into
consideration the grain direction to which the product is being folded; the
endurance of the fold becomes greater against the grain because it performs
a stiffer hold, which will less likely cause it stress.
Tensile Strength is the maximum amount of tensile stress that is reached
before breakage. The tensile strength of paper becomes more enhanced
through the process of refining because of the greater degree of fiber bonding
that occurs during paper-making. Also, all papers have higher tensile strength
in the grain direction, allowing the fiber to fold more easily and making it ideal
for greater resistance to being torn across the grain.
When understanding Bursting Strength, it is essential to know that the
strength of paper is not necessarily correlated with its thickness, but rather,
the way the paper is formed. Bursting strength is how much hydrostatic
pressure a sheet can withstand before it ruptures. Long fibers increase the
strength of paper. However, processing is what accounts for most of the
paper’s strength.

You should expect a tolerance of
1/32 inch per fold, depending on
the weight and thickness of the
paper.
To get the best results, make a
mock proof to ensure the paper
you have chosen folds properly.
Always provide an example when
you submit your job to ensure
proper folding is communicated.
When using a gate fold, the
outermost panels need to be
sized 1/8 smaller than the inside
panels. In order for graphics to
appear seamless along the
opening, they need to overlap to
compensate for the cut.
When doing a roll or barrel fold,
as the panels move from the
outside to the inside, each panel
width should decrease by 1/16 of
an inch.
Be sure to ask for scoring if you
are using a heavy paper or if you
have heavy ink coverage. If
scoring is not used, cracking
along the fold may happen,
detracting from the overall look.
Keep in mind mailing costs when
deciding on a fold. Your project
may need to be placed in an
envelope to be mailed. Odd
shaped mailers may have a
surcharge.

The properties of paper from paper-making to printing are extremely
important for the end-use application to determine the durability of paper.
Some products can endure much more physical force with strength to
withstand folding, tearing, and ripping.

10 MOST COMMON FOLDS USED IN PRINTING

Single Fold
4 panel

Letter/Tri-Fold
6 panel
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Roll/Barrel Fold
8 panel

Double Parallel
8 panel

Roll/Barrel Fold
12 panel

Accordion Fold
6 panel

Accordion Fold
8 panel

Accordion Fold
10 panel

French Fold
8 panel

Gate Fold
8 panel
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Printing Lingo:
What is Die-cutting?

In the printing industry, a die is a thin, razor-sharp
steel blade that has been formed into a specific shape or
pattern (think industrial cookie-cutter). Die-cutting refers
to using a sharp die to cut paper, or other substrates into
various shapes to make interesting creative looks and
folders and packaging. Like printing, die-cutting is an
automated operation allowing multiple pieces of the same
shape to be cut efficiently. Many standard dies are usually
available for common shapes, custom die-cuts can be
produced for your distinctive design. The die can also be
a perforated outline of a shape or a line so that it can be
easily detached for items such as coupons.
Most printing is rectangular in shape. With die
cutting, you can break up this appearance with shapes,
scores, holes, etc., for a much more eye-catching piece.
As an example, your project may have a window in the
shape of your logo, or a shape cut from its cover or
pages. You may also use uniquely sculpted edges or
pockets on your piece. Die-cutting is also used for
functionality, such as holes for door hangers, or an
envelope with a die-cut window so that an address
remains visible once the envelope is sealed. Simple
business card slits and tabs found on pocket folders are
examples of die-cuts.
Many options for die-cutting are available to you
with endless possibilities. Contact us today − we can help
you find a way to include a die cut in your next project.

To read more, please visit us online!
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Sting Promotions is a network of
independent promotional product
distributors utilizing an online portal to sell
promotional products quickly and easily.
We have made Sting Promotions stand out
even more by taking advantage of custom
die-cutting. Die-cutting is a highly effective
way of improving advertising. One way to
really make it pop is to add a simple
pop-up fold, as pictured. Either way, know
that Image Printing is ready to help you
make your next project “buzz” with
professionalism!
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